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Physician background
CT surgeon extracting since 1991. Performs >200 
extractions per year, total experience of >3,000 
extractions. Wide variety of complication management 
experience. SVC tears are very rare, occurring in <0.5% of 
cases.2 

Patient and device history
This case was unique because the patient had 
experienced a prior SVC tear in 2008 during extraction of 
a malfunctioning Fidelis® lead. Although his first tear was 
prior to Bridge, we were able to complete a successful 
repair at the SVC/RA junction, with subsequent extraction 
and reimplant.

In 2017 the battery was approaching end of life and the 
patient elected for another extraction. Given his prior SVC 
tear, it seemed unlikely for another tear to occur. Yet, he 
experienced a second SVC tear in this case. Fortunately 
we had Bridge, which helped rescue this 35 year-old male 
with a spouse and 3 children under the age of 6 years old. 

Implanted lead

6947 Sprint Quattro (Dual Coil ICD) - 2008
  

Indication for procedure

Shared-decision with patient (Class IIb. New indication 
from 2017 HRS consensus document1)

Case description
• In surgical OR suite, patient was prepped and standard 

prep and protocol performed.

• Bridge prep kit was utilized, 0.035” super stiff guidewire 
wire advanced through 12F introducer from the right 
femoral vein to the right IJ. 

• Due to young age of the patient, dual coil ICD lead, and 
lead age of almost 10 years old, decision was made to 
prophylactically stage Bridge. 

• Bridge advanced until the distal marker was slightly 
above the lead and below the clavicular junction. A 60cc 
syringe was filled with 48cc saline and 12cc contrast, and 
approximately 20cc of fluid was used to prophylactically 
inflate the balloon to ensure proper position for 
immediate deployment if necessary. The balloon was 
then deflated and pulled back to the IVC. 

• The lead was exposed and prepped with the LLD 
accessory kit and LLD EZ locking stylet.

• 16F GlideLight laser sheath was utilized to free the lead. 
As the laser was advanced into the SVC, the patient’s 
blood pressure gradually dropped. Fluoroscopically the 
patient appeared to be developing a hemothorax, as 
opacity was growing in the right chest.

• Bridge deployed without using fluoroscopy within 
seconds since it was proactively placed and measured 
prior to starting the extraction.

• After Bridge deployment, pressure stabilized to 120/60 
and remained stable. 

• Initial intervention was approached using a right anterior 
thoracotomy to visualize the injury. Once the injury was 
visualized, it was noted that Bridge had stabilized the 
patient and completely stopped the bleeding. 

Prophylactic inflation of Philips Bridge occlusion 
balloon prior to extraction. Steri-stip was used to 
mark when Bridge was in the SVC, and 20cc was noted 
as the necessary inflation volume for this patient (top 
image). Bridge was then deflated and retracted to the 
IVC (bottom image). 

Once a hemothorax was noted on fluoroscopy, Bridge 
was immediately deployed in the SVC. Vessel was 
occluded within seconds, patient’s blood pressure 
returned to normal, and a successful surgical repair 
was completed. 



The importance of limiting blood loss
We were able to deploy Bridge within seconds since it was 
staged in the IVC. The patient had an uneventful recovery, 
which was supported by the immediate restoration of 
hemodynamics. As we’ve seen over the years, you can 
make a perfect repair, but unless you are able to maintain 
hemodynamics, survival and quality of life after the 
procedure may be compromised. Limiting blood loss 
plays a crucial role in getting patients home sooner and 
healthier. Not only did the patient survive, but he was 
responsive within one hour after surgery and discharged 
within 4 days. His recovery was astonishing and I believe it 
would not have been possible without Bridge. 

Furthermore, the team and atmosphere in the room was 
calm while Bridge stabilized the patient’s blood pressure. 
In the past, before we had Bridge, the patient would 
be continuing to decompensate while we struggled to 
maintain hemodynamics, find the tear, and make the 
repair. Bridge gives us control of an emergent situation 
and stabilizes the patient as we transition to surgery. 

Bridge prophylaxis considerations
In my experience, in patients deemed high risk, it is best to 
deploy Bridge prophylactically in order to quickly minimize 
potential blood loss. I mark the balloon’s location when 
it’s in the SVC and note CCs needed to inflate the balloon. 
Knowing the proper position for Bridge and the volume 
needed to inflate, there was no need for fluoroscopy to 
deploy Bridge in this case.  

Some of my considerations for high risk patients include 
age of the leads, ICD leads, number of leads, frail older 
females, and young patients with old leads. 

The benefit of having Bridge staged far exceeds the 
potential complicating risks of embolism, thrombosis, AV 
fistula, or pseudoaneurysm. I have not experienced any 
adverse effects from staging Bridge several dozen times. 
Bridge is very easy to prep and deploy before our cases. 
It’s the first thing I do after draping the patient. 

• The decision was then made to open the chest via a  
trap door incision with an assistant surgeon.

• Since the patient had a prior sternotomy from an SVC 
tear in 2007, it took longer to get into the chest and 
repair the tear (about 20 minutes). Yet, the patient 
remained stable during this time as the balloon was in 
place occluding the vessel. 

• The SVC tear was approximately 3cm long, located from 
brachiocephalic junction to the mid-SVC.

• Repair was made off pump with a bovine patch. The 
balloon remained in place throughout the repair. The 
patient had very limited blood loss.

• 13F TightRail was utilized to finish the case.

• Patient was responsive within 1 hour after surgery, had 
an uneventful postoperative course, and was discharged 
from the hospital 4 days later. Excellent healing noted on 
follow up.

Bridge utilization as a surgeon
Gaining control of an emergent situation and maintaining 
hemodynamics are of the utmost importance, regardless of 
how quickly a surgeon is able to access the injury site. As a 
surgeon, Bridge gives me a clear field of view and time to 
make a better surgical assessment, better plan of action, 
and better allocation of personnel.

Repair of a “redo” chest
Due to the patient’s chest being opened in a prior 
procedure, there were significant adhesions that added 
time to access the injury site. Bridge stabilized the 
patient’s blood pressure to its pre-tear level (120/60), 
and he maintained normal heart rhythms throughout 
the repair. It was remarkable that the patient was able 
to be repaired off pump, especially considering a prior 
sternotomy. Due to the difficulty of this repair and the  
time to access the injury, in my mind there is no doubt  
at all that he would not be alive today if it were not for 
Bridge being staged proactively in the IVC. 

“There is no doubt at all, that he 
would not be alive today if it 
were not for Bridge being staged 
proactively in the IVC”

“Bridge is a tool that makes a big 
difference in managing a major 
complication”
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Bridge occlusion balloon
The Bridge occlusion balloon is indicated for use for temporary 
vessel occlusion of the superior vena cava in applications including 
perioperative occlusion and emergency control of hemorrhage. Use of 
the Bridge Occlusion Balloon in procedures other than those indicated 
is not recommended.

The adverse events associated with an occlusion balloon procedure 
include, but are not limited to allergic reactions, death, embolization, 
hematoma, hemorrhage, sepsis/infection, short-term hemodynamic 
deterioration, thromboembolic episodes, vascular thrombosis, vessel 
dissection, vessel perforation, vessel spasm.
In order to facilitate rapid delivery, it is recommended that a guidewire 
is in place in the superior vena cava prior to beginning the lead 
extraction procedure. Attempting to place the guidewire after a tear has 
occurred may:
• Result in an inability to traverse the superior vena cava with the 

guidewire
• Result in the guidewire exiting the vasculature at the tear site
• Result in an inability to place the Bridge Occlusion Balloon catheter
• Delay or prevent the ability to achieve occlusion
This information is not intended to replace a discussion with your 
healthcare provider on the benefits and risks of this procedure to you.
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Results from this case study are not predictive of future 
results. The opinions and clinical experiences presented 
herein are specific to the featured physicians and the 
featured patients and are for information purposes only.  
The results from their experiences may not be predictive 
for all patients.  Individual results may vary depending 
on a variety of patient-specific attributes and related 
factors.  Nothing in this material is intended to provide 
specific medical advice or to take the place of written law or 
regulations.

Dr. Durban has been compensated by Philips for his services 
in preparing and presenting this material for Philips further 
use and distribution.


